
Climate peace is a way of thinking the 
current challenges of cohabitation, 
away from the unification and 
globalisation of nature, and away 
from the equivalence of the modern 
juridical spaces of the international. 
The upheaval of the Anthropocene, 
its intrusion into contemporary life is 
where we start: the project at  
Diploma 4 this year is to articulate 
what it means to form a polity without 
an overarching scheme, what it 
means 
to link it to spaces in deep and rapid 
transformation. 
The current rush by architectural 
discourses to align to the wider public 
debates on the state of the planet 
reveals a paradoxical disjunction: on 
the one hand everyone attempting to 
discuss from an architectural view 
point the current climatic regime 
accepts the idea that the Earth is a 
self-regulating system that has been 



pushed away from its normal 
trajectory by human activities, on the 
other hand the regulation and ordering 
of the Earth are still considered as 
terms of the political and the social, 
hence bringing back the discourse to 
a human centred vision.  
The questions are thus posed in terms 
of capitalism, property, political 
ecology. In this sense, the very 
attempt of architecture to deal with 
the climatic crisis reveals how deeply 
intertwined it is with the Holocene.  
The terms of engagement are those 
of agricultural economies versus 
mobile economies, social hierarchies 
in large capital cities against 
autonomies and community-driven 
practices, the small versus the large, 
open markets versus regulated 
sharing.  
In the best situations, we glimpse 
attempts to counter the current state 
of affairs with deep histories of 



colonisation, empire and inequality. 
The entry into the Anthropocene 
poses two simultaneous challenges:  
to the ordering of nature and to the 
regulation of society. The concomitant 
unsettling of the two raises the question 
of the possibility of the distinction 
between what philosophy names the 
domain of necessity and the domain  
of freedom, nature and society—to 
cross over from the Holocene into the 
Anthropocene. 
In other terms: wether we can give 
form to human society according to 
the ordering of nature appears to 
remain the central question at hand.  
Yet, wether architecture can be the 
link between the two domains is still 
an open debate. 
To what extent are we ready to 
dismantle what appears the core 
principle of the Holocene—cohesion 
and stability, and construct an 
architecture of peace open on all 
sides, engaged in constant  



negotiations and diplomatic encounters. 
What  has been considered the stable 
backdrop of nature, where society must  
be ordered, is now conceptualised as 
inherently unstable and uncertain.  
At the same time, peace can’t only be 
conceptualised as the absence of conflict, 
as security, militarisation and  
simplification: how to think an architecture 
engaged in nonhuman politics? 
While the rise of the Anthropocene 
coincides with the construction of the 
technosphere, the planetary paradigm 
formed by humans, and all the energy, 
information and material fluxes that  
sustain us—largely driven by fossil fuels;  
it does not form a totality.  
The Anthropocene is a space of 
intensifications, rather than extensions. 
What architecture considers unified bodies 
and cohesive spatial entities,  
are crossed and traversed, multiplied and 
dynamic. The Anthropocene coincides with  
the difficult discovery of a new entity:  
the Earth being regulated by life—Gaia.  
The project this year focuses on how  
architecture can reshape conditions  



for cohabitation without reverting to a  
unified body, without the contempt towards 
nonhuman life forms implicit  
in the Hobbesian notion of the body politic.  
The inherent instability of the Anthropocene, 
which is a historical development with all  
its turbulent dynamics and historicity, is 
doubled in the contested notions of what it 
means to be human in the Anthropocene.  
We design architectures where the borders  
of this distinction are spatialised in radically 
different ways.  
No longer associated with contiguity and 
extension, the space of peace in the 
Anthropocene is a space of geo-semantic 
warning. It is a border space where the 
distinction between referents and words 
cannot be thought symmetrically.  
The intrusion of Gaia, of the Anthropocene  
in our lives is connected to the alarms it  
raises: We should change our lives!  
This, at a time when we fundamentally  
disagree on everything,  where multiple  
polities simultaneously inhabit a same  
space. What are the structures of political 
engagement facing architecture at a time  
of almost- semi- quasi- post- neo-colonialism? 
Can the cosmopolitical be thought again 



through the modernising notions of  
citizenship and globalisation? How to  
address the relations between institutional  
forms and material transformations  
of the contemporary city, in all its gigantic 
magnitude?  
Anti-political, a-political, post- semi- quasi-
western: thinking the city in  
the shadow of the acropolis today entails 
thinking through the notions and 
consequences of independence, of being  
alert to thinking a postcolonial and 
contemporary anxiety, re-evaluating the 
courage to think what creativity is today  
and what kind of knowledge production 
architecture is expressing in its own right. 
It is the alarms and the urgency that make  
the project of dealing with the climate crisis 
one of peace: not  
because nature would pacify, as it was 
conceptualised during the long stability of 
 the Holocene, but because we no longer  
know the grounds where we stand. 
We structure the work starting from the  
outline of specific conditions where the 
intensifications of the Anthropocene reveal 
inherent contradictions and clashes.  



Polity and space, cohabitation and spatial  
organisation emerge in this border conditions  
as faces of a single coin. We deploy architectural 
intelligence to redesign the connections between  
polities in rapid shift and spaces thrusted by  
intensified material and energy fluxes.  
Peace is a knowledge event, an adaptive condition 
where the parallel semantic universes of polities, 
expertise and sectoral rationalities can be  
projected on the same screen, can be rethought  
in their connections and disjunctions as an  
architectural project.  
We investigate specific cases where the sequence 
towards solutions to the climate crisis are  
intersectional—where an energy transition towards 
renewables, the re-invigoration of the biosphere, 
safeguard of wildlife and the reorganisation of 
economies are concomitant.  
Negotiations are complex articulations of forms  
of polities. They are procedures through which  
particular polities and their internal and external  
systems are articulated, where human, nonhuman  
and post-human, and material processes are  
linked and interconnected. The relative stability  
of the Earth since the last Ice Age has enabled  
humans to develop civilisations, agriculture,  
architecture, language, commerce, industry, the  
arts, against an inert backdrop. Human institutions  
and their material spaces of operation are deeply 
connected to energy resources. The intense human  
use of energy in the Anthropocene has transformed  
the inert backdrop of nature into a new agent of 
planetary change. Lock-in factors of these 
dependencies leave deep traces both in the  
geological structures of the planet, as in the global 



concentrations of CO2 in the atmosphere, as well  
as in the deep oceans and in the sediments of  
rivers and in the vast and intricate stratigraphy  
of contemporary global cities.  
A new architecture of peace in the Anthropocene is 
inherently unstable: open. It operates by aligning 
solutions for climate change mitigation with radical 
divestment from fossil fuels, it shapes polities and 
material spaces at the same time. The projects at  
Diploma 4 engage new solutions for this transient, 
unstable moment.  
Rather rather than the overall prefiguration of a  
stable spatial configuration, they are aimed at  
inserting in the mineral and biological spaces a set  
of propensities towards change in order to calibrate  
and intensify their non-deterministic transformative 
processes. 



Workplan 
The year is a sustained investigation in what can an architecture 
interacting with other form-generating process be, at a time of 
complex and quick transformations. 
As a first step in the year’s work, we focus on what it means to be 
in the middle of transformations. Architecture cannot be thought 
as a solution, a decision fixed in space and time. A detailed  
analysis of the current state of affairs the territories intensified by 
the Anthropocene can only exist if we interrogate change, if we 
design different alternative spaces of cohabitation. 
During Term 1, we analyse the different processes that are 
reshaping a particular section of the inhabited territory, both 
onshore, coastal, and offshore—revealing the internal and 
external dynamics of transformation of the physical space. We 
activate architecture at different levels of magnification: designing 
and observing territories as complex assemblages of procedures, 
networks, infrastructures, populations, historical processes, 
ecologies, natures and urban spaces,  
we trace the specific ways by which these territories are wrought  
and reshape their physiognomy in relation to globalisation,  
climate change, economic change and the complex mobilities  
and circulations that characterise it at an age of rapid oscillations 
in its institutional and material reorganisation. 
The design instigations take the form of a complex set of visual  
representations, including models, remote sensing, diagrams, 
photography, etc. that constitute a series of portraits of specific 
parts of the intensifications changing the Earth at this moment in 
time. 
Visual Portrait: Polyptych - The first four weeks of the research 
project work out a preliminary set of visual and spatial analysis of 
the contemporary transformations that carve the spaces of 
operation in each of the above mentioned territories. 
We investigate the geopolitical relations, the current state of 
affairs of the economic circulations and population mobilities, the 
prominent aspects of each specific borderline and conflictual 
points and their evolutive dynamics. Through the construction of 
a polyptych that assembles visual images of the main issues and 
actors shaping each stretch of coast, we will build a visual essay 
and an argumentation about the current state of affairs in the 
areas we are studying. The polyptych is an archive of 
contemporaneity, marking the multiple sources and fields that 
contribute to forming space today. 
The work at Diploma Unit 4 places particular attention to the  
formation of a strong and individual visual language that supports  
analysis and argumentations. 
During Term 2, a second element of the work is the survey and 
measurement and characterisation of the material and energy 
fluxes shaping contemporary space. Deploying complex remote 
sensing technologies, we sample teh rise of the Anthropocene, 
measure its extent in specific locales, and compare the results. 
Sampling is a technique that identifies phenomena as not being 
circumscribed, as ebbs and flows of intensity, rather than spatial 
preoccupations with extension. A third element of the work is the 
experimentation with specific devices that combine Gaia 
principles of self-regulation and modulation functioning of the 



Earth System, with complex social and economic conditions.  
The architecture of transformation in the Anthropocene is 
preoccupied with augmenting the activity of the biosphere, 
multiplying spaces of exchange, and establishing complex spaces 
of diplomatic encounter with an unkwown condition. The 
experimentation of the Gaia-devices is a production of a middle-
ground, a process of mutual invention between the various 
parties involved in the establishment of new alignments, human, 
nonhuman and post-human. 

Term 3 is dedicated to the full resolution of the project, with the 
preparation of multiple experiments and alternatives. The final 
element of the work is the evaluation of specific attitudes towards 
integrated change, where we experiment with scenarios, and 
direct action, showing how architectural projects operate across 
a plurality of spaces, cultures and expert knowledges. Here we 
deploy the project directly in the complex controversies we 
investigate. We outline timelines of action, precise the elements 
of integrated action, and sustain an argument for the entire 
project. 
The deliverables include a multi-image polyptych representation 
of a specific set of transformations in the Anthropocene; a 
remote sensing sample of a material condition, a series of 
diagrams and models and a representation on how to deploy the 
project amidst the multiple controversies facing contemporary 
life. 
A research book accompanies the project and illustrates in detail 
teh relationship between the components of the project, its 
material implications as well as a clear outline of a timeline for the 
proposed solution. A sustained argumentation of what a polity is, 
how it can be formed and sustained, crosses the work of the 
whole year. 
The work of the unit is marked by weekly roundtable discussions, 
where each member of the unit proposes and suggest ways 
forward for tackling the complex and urgent crisis we are facing.  
Individual tutorials on a weekly base are accompanied by 
workshops and seminars where we explore in detail the 
technologies, techniques and ideas discussed in the unit. No 
previous knowledge of remote sensing technology is necessary, 
although it is welcome. 

The unit will travel in November to Chicago to host a series of 
debates on contemporary architecture and climate crisis, with a 
focus on ecologies of extraction, in the ambit of the Chicago 
Architectural Biennial …and Such Other Stories. We will be hosted 
by the Graham Foundation. 

We try to contain the additional costs for the production of the 
work, and for the travel. 
The main items include printing (around 300 A4 pages), the 
production of a large scale aluminium remote sensing sample 
(around 150–200 GBP). Travel costs to and from Chicago, 
accommodation and daily expenses are not included.  
The AA has programs to support costs, and help with travel visas. 
Please enquire with the Student Office. 



Environmental and Technical Studies 
Survey and measurement are the way into the management, 
design and operation of complex infrastructural systems and 
construction processes. TS5 at Dip4 investigates the full 
potential of these technologies for architecture. Complex 
diagnostic technologies being developed entail new modes of 
measuring, testing and intervening into the complex material and 
organisational environments. They have direct connections to 
the governing and control of space. They do not only advance the 
ways to detect change and measure material transformation 
through time, they unfold new sets of procedures and modalities 
to control, direct and modulate the interactions between human 
spaces and material structures. They form the basis of 
contemporary construction processes.  
The ETS work investigates how this new landscape of automatic 
images to measure and survey the environment can be 
conceived along the same lines that X-Ray imaging, CT scans, 
Magnetic Resonance and other medical imaging technologies 
have transformed diagnostics and medicine at large. 



 Open seminars—Plan the Planet 
During Term 1 a correlated Open Seminar structures the 
theoretical background of the work at the unit and articulates a 
set of specific tools for thinking architecture and contemporary 
territorial transformation. 

At a time when the risk of self-reinforcing feedbacks spinning 
the Earth System into new trajectories of rapid and vast 
ecological changes is growing, this seminar explores new forms 
of agency, new relations between actors, new polities and new 
spaces of cohabitation.  

A new intensification is shaping the Earth, where human 
activities are triggering a vast ecological crisis and affecting the 
deep structures of the planet. From within, this intensification 
appears as the result of our actions, hence the capacity to act 
on it lies with us. Yet, the magnitude of this intensification is so 
vast that they are operating at a planetary level, where we are 
only one of the components of a rising new paradigm dominated 
by technology, not its main driver. 

This torque is where we start this seminar: from a critical 
revaluation of the modernist planning system initiated by 
Jaqueline Tyrwhitt, a largely unacknowledged woman at the 
very centre of every turn of architectural development in the 
Twentieth Century, we explore how architectural projects can 
interact with and engage different disciplines in the difficult and 
urgent process of planning for our planet.  

Three lectures on how to think a climate peace, by John 
Palmesino and Ann-Sofi Rönnskog—Territorial Agency, who 
convene this open seminar, structure the rhythm of the weekly 
debates, roundtables, presentations, dialogues, summits, 
discussions where we ask how cultural institutions can affect 
change, how diplomacy and negotiations can inform new forms 
of politics, how democracy can face the rise of extraterritorial 
technology, how the life of plants is the starting point of any 
serious discussion on energy, how economy and ecology can be 
rethought. We bring philosophers, economists, curators, 
activists, artists, scientists, journalists, architects, planners, and 
citizens to the table.  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